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SPAX screws turn ideas
into reality. Sustainably.
Quality made in Germany.
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01 Tradition
1823

1967

Anniversary year 2023

1989

2005

Nearly 200 years of
fastening expertise
You might not be able to
reinvent the wheel, but
the screw can certainly
be re-defined. And this is
exactly what the engineers
from Ennepetal did in
1967. Rather than continuing with the conventional timber screw with its
single slot, they designed
a completely new chipboard screw with sharp
edges and a cross-shaped
recess. This new design
was to revolutionise the
market. The SPAX was
born.
The fact that this idea became reality in the tranquil
region of South Westphalia
is no coincidence. Fastening
experts ALTENLOH, BRINCK
& CO already started their
industrial screw production
there in 1823, tirelessly
working on the optimisation

of their production processes
ever since. Success came
quickly. Just six years after
the company was founded,
fasteners left the German
plants for export abroad. The
company abbreviation ABC
had long been a symbol of
the highest quality.
To this day, the company
ALTENLOH, BRINCK & CO
is run by descendants of its
founder. The company is
now renowned all over the
world – thanks above all to
the universal screw. In many
places, SPAX is synonymous
with wood screws – and has
always been proof of a product with high relevance and
innovative spirit.
And precisely this plays
a key role in the continuous
development of SPAX.
Just like the market
launch of SPAX-X: in 1989,
SPAX engineers exploited

the advantages of ground
serration, previously mainly attributed to knives and
saws. Since then, SPAX has
more bite with less effort and
minimal risk of splicing.
But this was not the
last major innovation. In
2005, the screw tip was
re-designed. With its arrow
shape, the new 4CUT
enables cleaner and easier
screw insertion into wood.
The milling edges on the new
MULTI head ensure effortless
screw sinking into wood.
The T-STAR plus drive profile
achieves more stability and
a sturdy hold for bits and
screw heads.
Nowadays, virtually no
hardware store exists that
does not stock the distinctive
green packages.
Quality from Ennepetal.
Made in Germany for 200
years in 2023.

Schpachs,
Spachs or Spex?
How is SPAX
actually pronounced?
It works without
pre-drilling, regardless of how you
say it.
But it's the first
variant that is correct: ['∫paks]
The name stands
for"SPAnplatten-Schrauben
mit X-Schlitz" (the
German name
for the universal
screw).

02 Technology

T-STAR plus

MULTI head

Corrugated profile

4CUT point

What makes
SPAX unique
Wood is a fascinating
material. It is sturdy, easy
to use, versatile, sustainable and attractive. When
it comes to working with
it, SPAX screws are the
first choice for many DIY
enthusiasts and craftspeople. The products from
the market leader have
stood for quality and the
German art of engineering
for decades.
SPAX International launched
the universal screw with
cross recess Z on the market
more than 50 years ago.
To this day, the fastening
experts from South Westphalia continue to use their
know-how to achieve creative
developments with a focus on
optimal usability and the best
possible stability. The drive
plays a key role in facilitating
work: the combination of

special recesses on the screw
heads and the matching
screwdriver tips (BITs). The
most important properties of
a SPAX screw:
The 4CUT: The special
screw tip makes pre-drilling virtually superfluous.
An arrow shape pushes
through the fibres of the
wood, allowing the screw
to gain a rapid grip with
minimal effort. The material does not splice.
The corrugated profile:
Like a serrated bread
knife, it cuts through the
fibres of the material faster
and effortlessly pulls the
screw into it, usually without pre-drilling.
The MULTI head: Mills
into wood, brakes against
metal. The edges help the

head to sink straight into
the wood flush with the
surface. If they hit a metal
fitting, however, they stop
the screw in its tracks.
The result is solid fastening without over-tightening. The surface remains
immaculate.
T-STAR plus: An additional pilot pin ensures an
even sturdier hold of the
BIT in the screw head. The
advantages: Better force
transmission and BITs last
longer. It is a trusty companion for overhead tasks:
the screw won't fall from
the BIT.

The drive – for
optimal usability

Cross recess H

Cross recess Z

T-STAR

T-STAR plus

03 Origin

Quality made
in Germany –
no compromises
He who builds needs
trust. Key factors for
every DIY enthusiast and
craftsperson are durability,
safety, quality and user-friendliness. At SPAX,
every screw should meet
the highest standards.
That's why we make them
exclusively in Germany.
The hearts of SPAX fastening
experts beat in Ennepetal,
South Westphalia. Some
500 employees ensure that
up to 50 million screws are
produced here every day.
In order to meet the highest standards, our recipe for
success is based on production processes optimised
over the course of decades,
combined with innovative

Deeply rooted in
its home
SPAX employees
produce our internationally coveted
products in a site
spanning approx.
16,000 square
metres in Ennepetal. This is the
equivalent of more
than two football
pitches.
spirit, creativity and a highly
motivated team.
Many SPAX employees
have been with the company
for a long time, sometimes
even over generations. This
creates a pronounced sense
of belonging to the company
– and is fundamental in making SPAX the market leader in

Europe and a premium brand
worldwide.
SPAX safeguards jobs
in Germany through investments, provides further training and commits to its social
responsibility.

04 Whether DIYer or craftsman

Work like a pro
with SPAX
Professional craftspeople
like carpenters and joiners
trust SPAX. For sectors
such as the furniture and
window construction
industry, SPAX creates
customised products.
Everyone can benefit from
this wealth of expertise.
For indoors, outdoors, wood,
plasterboard, furniture, windows – because SPAX offers
a tailored solution for every application, there are countless
versions to choose from. But
a series of intelligent concepts
makes orientation easy.

BITs and screw labels are
marked with a colour
code, thus ensuring that
everything that belongs
together can be found
quickly.
The label guidance
system helps when
hunting on shelves. All
relevant information on the
SPAX screw type inside
the packaging is clearly
specified on the large label
on the front. The label also
features a full image. The
QR code provides further
information and application instructions.

What's more, in order to
provide DIY enthusiasts and
professionals with a clear
overview, a screw finder is
available at www.spax.com.
Head shape, length, material,
surface, thread: these are just
some of the parameters that
lead to a solution for every
requirement. The main properties of the corresponding
product are described clearly
and concisely.

All SPAX products are sold
in the characteristic green
packaging.
An integrated viewing panel enables the
customer to see what is
inside.

Screw finder: the
perfect product
for every project

https://www.spax.com/de/
produkte/schraubenfinder/

Viewing panel

Colour code
Label guidance system

05 Variety

The right connection –
for every situation!
Which screw provides a
sturdy hold even with high
tensile strengths? Which
screw guarantees the right
aesthetics? Which screw
can withstand any weather? SPAX has the perfect
screw for every purpose.
The most important signposts in the SPAX cosmos.

Raised countersunk
head: Easy to sink, for
instance on furniture, door
fittings, skirting boards,
decorative wall cladding.
Cylindrical head: Sinks
well into wood, low
splitting, e.g. for wood
construction and façades.

HEAD SHAPE

DRIVE

Flat countersunk head:
The best-seller. Makes
light work of screwing
sheets to a beam for a
flush finish, for instance.

Cross recess: Where
SPAX began.

Pan head: Lies flat,
for slim fittings with
through-hole.
Washer head: When
nothing but the firmest hold will do. High
load-bearing capacity with
high tensile strengths.

T-STAR star-shaped:
For less effort.
MATERIAL

YELLOX: More resistant to corrosion than
bare galvanised screws,
environmentally friendly as
chromium (VI)-free.
WIROX: For outdoor
applications, e.g. carports

or pergolas without direct
exposure to the elements.
Stainless steel A2:
For damp environments
and areas with direct
exposure to the elements.
Stainless steel A4:
Maximum corrosion
protection for outdoor
applications, e.g. in
coastal regions.

Unmistakeable
– even after
installation
From 1967 to
1992, the only
way to identify
an installed SPAX
screw was by a
tiny punch mark
on the screw
head. Since 1992,
all screw heads
are embossed with
the SPAX lettering.

06 Brand ambassador

Konny: a doer who
swears by SPAX
Straight-talking, smart and
down to earth. This is Konny Reimann. Germany's
most famous emigrant not
only has a talent for bonedry humour and North
German banter. The passionate cowboy hat-wearer is also a true doer. With
skilful craftsmanship and
unwavering patience, the
DIY enthusiast embarks on
an array of complex products in his adoptive home
in America. Konny has
been the SPAX International brand ambassador
for ten years – and the job
definitely suits him!
Watching Konny explain
which screw is right for which
project in one of his nine-minute videos is not only incredibly entertaining, but also
informative. Filmed on his 100
square metre-large Konny Is-

land in Texas, the videos have
racked up millions of views
on the SPAX International
channel.
Konny's tips and his
straightforward, intrepid
nature not only save DIY
enthusiasts time-consuming
research, but also embody
everything the SPAX philosophy stands for:
courage to go new ways,
craftsmanship, belief in values
and quality. To
make work
enjoyable,
easy – and
safe.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=OCqDFN3vVBQ

Have you met
Konny?
Konny Reimann
is an entrepreneur
and TV star. Born
in 1955 in Hamburg, the emigrant
is one thing above
all else: a passionate craftsman.
He trained in
shipbuilding and
technical drawing
at the renowned
Hamburg shipyard
Blohm + Voss.
When his wife
Manuela obtained
a residence permit
for the USA in
2004, he seized
the opportunity to
go with her, marking the beginning
of a very special
success story.

SPAX fan shop
It doesn't take
long for SPAX
users to become
fans. And when
you become a fan,
it's only natural
you want to show
it. The SPAX fan
shop offers a
range of clothing
such as shirts,
hoodies, caps and
jackets, in addition
to practical accessories like folding
rules and assembly bags.

https://spax-fanshop.de

07 Online tools

Digital assistants
make building easier
spax.com offers various
tools to replace endless
pieces of paper.

The decking portal with
configurator
Just a couple of clicks
make graph paper, pencil
and expensive planning
software a thing of the
past. The simple online
planning assistant from
SPAX accompanies
architects, craftspeople
and constructors all the
way from initial planning to
printed layout plan.
HOW IT WORKS

1. Find your inspiration.
2. Choose your type of
wood and style.
3. Select substructure and
fastening.
4. Determine the shape and
dimensions of the decking.
5. Export the layout plan and

material list as a PDF.
Basic wood facts, expert
tips, video tutorials and
inspiring references: the
SPAX decking portal not
only guarantees success
for newcomers to wood
construction, but also
offers many advantages
for experienced pros.

dreaded cam-out effect
refers to the slipping of
the blade from the drive of
a screw. This can lead to
drive damage, causing the
screw head to "shear off".
Just as well, then, that
the T-STAR plus by SPAX
makes this a thing of the
past.

The technical glossary
What does "bronze finish"
mean? And what is the
notorious cam-out effect?
The clear and comprehensible glossary at spax.
com provides an understandable explanation of
all relevant terms. From A
for "antique" to Z for "Zinc
coating". It reveals that
bronze-finished screws are
visually optimised through
a chemical process for
furniture restoration with
antique woods. And the

The screw finder The
perfect screw for every
purpose. Head shape,
length, material, surface,
thread: those looking for
a fastener will find their
perfect solution here.

Decking portal

https://deckconfig.spax.com

Technical
glossary

https://spax.com/de/service/
technisches-lexikon/
abdeckkappen/

Screw finder

https://www.spax.com/de/
produkte/schraubenfinder/

08 Family
Stronger together – and as well as the
screw experts from SPAX International,
the ALTENLOH, BRINCK & CO. Group
includes three further companies with
strong connections and meticulous
precision in their DNA.

The high-tech experts
in the ABC Group
Big in America –
ALTENLOH, BRINCK &
CO. U.S.
ABC products are also
firm features of ranges in
DIY stores in the USA. ALTENLOH, BRINCK & CO.
U.S. produces and sells
fasteners in DIY stores under the SPAX brand, and
under the TRUFAST brand
in the roofing industry. The
RODENHOUSE company
is a specialist in façade
insulation and cladding.

ABC Umformtechnik –
making cars safe
Those who speed along
motorways rely on components that can confidently
handle all forces. In addition to many other products, ABC Umformtechnik
supplies the automotive
and supplier industry with
wheel bolt systems and
chassis fastening systems.
Customised and precise.
The company also develops surface protection
systems and materials.

SABEU – supplies
plastics that save lives
Membranes and components for medical technology are the core competence of SABEU GmbH &
Co. KG. Whether injection-moulded components
for life-saving dialysis filters
or the development of
microporous membranes
for filtration. The development, manufacture,
maintenance and repair
of the required injection
moulds is assumed by the
company's own mould
making department.

Up to 50 million
SPAX screws
are produced
every day in
Ennepetal. 10 percent for industrial
companies.
60 percent are
sold to craftspeople via specialist
retailers and 30
percent are sold in
DIY stores.

09 Commitment

Help and know-how
for young people
Children and young
people are our greatest
asset. This is why SPAX is
actively involved in social
projects that benefit young
people, right on its doorstep and around the globe.
The fastening experts also
support further education
and training. In order to
turn promising talent into
seasoned experts.

MEETING PLACES 
FOR REFUGEES

PLAYGROUNDS –
A PLACE FOR CHILDREN
TO RUN FREE

TRAINING AT SPAX

The KuKuk Kultur e.V. association builds playgrounds
for children in need all over
the world. This creates little
oases of enjoyment for young
people who live in difficult
environments, such as in
Romania and Northern Iraq.
SPAX supports this work
through the provision of fastening materials.

In just twelve weeks, students from TU Kaiserslautern
worked together with refugees
and sponsors to construct a
large wooden meeting place
for refugees on the site of an
initial registration centre in
Mannheim. SPAX assisted the
project with the provision of
around 75,000 screws.

Young people as our capital
– this is the basic idea behind
SPAX's commitment to offering qualified training. The inhouse ABC training workshop
is used to impart technical
knowledge and skills, in addition to promoting team spirit
and personality development.
Areas of expertise range from
electronics, computer science
and mechanics to business
administration.

CARPENTRY CONTEST

Nineteen hours for the best
workpiece: every year, the
best young carpenters go
head to head for the title of
unofficial German champion.
SPAX is firmly committed to
encouraging young talent and
therefore supports this federal
competition.
WOODWORK KNOW-HOW

As a construction material,
wood is booming. In times
of great demand for ecological building solutions, dry
construction is also growing
in popularity. SPAX is also
committed to helping the
experts: as a service partner
of the carpentry organisation
Holzbau Deutschland – Bund
Deutscher Zimmermeister,
carpentry and wood construction companies receive
assistance with marketing
and training.

Play as therapy
The SPAX-
supported
association Verein
KuKuk Kultur e.V.
joined forces with
students from
Leuphana University to convert a
freight container
into a playground
and send it to
Kurdistan. There,
it was constructed together with
children from an
orphanage.

10 Facts & contact
130 million euros is the
annual turnover of the
SPAX screw experts. The
turnover for the entire
Group is 350 million euros.

500 employees work at
SPAX International.
1,500 in the entire
ALTENLOH, BRINCK & CO.
Group (ABC). (ABC).

The average mid-size car has
approximately 1,700 screws.
The ABC Group is a leading
supplier.
The screw has been around for
some 2,400 years. It was originally
invented to construct devices to
raise water. It has been used
as a fastener for approximately
400 years.
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worldwide
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Germany
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